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Joy is a feeling of great pleasure and
happiness.

 
Many things in our life can bring us joy.
Write about some things that bring you

joy in the space below!
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Joy is a feeling of great pleasure and
happiness.

 
In the space below, draw something that

brings you joy.

Finding Joy



Parts of Mental Health

Mental health includes our emotional, psychological, and social well-being.
It affects how we think, feel, and act. It also helps determine how we
handle stress, relate to others, and make choices.

Mental health is not just whether we have a mental illness or not.
Someone who has a chronic mental illness can be mentally healthy and
people without any mental illness can have poor mental health.

Let's look at three different components of mental health...

What is mental health?

Cognitive Behavioral

Emotional

Our cognitive mental health
is how we think about

things that happen to us.
Cognitive health means that

we think rationally about
situations without jumping

to conclusions.

Our emotional mental health
is how we feel about

thoughts and situations.
Emotional health means that
we process emotions without

letting negative emotions
consume us, and without

bottling up feelings.

Our behavioral mental health
is how we act in response to

thoughts and situations.
Behavioral health means that

we act in ways that benefit
our mental and physical

health and practice 
self-care.
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Now, let's identify examples of emotional, cognitive, and behavioral health.

We have emotional, cognitive, and behavioral responses to everything that
happens to us. In the example below, look at mentally healthy and
unhealthy responses to a situation.

Situation

Healthy

Unhealthy

Healthy Healthy

UnhealthyMy best friend is
moving far away. I

have known them all
my life and I know I

will miss them.

When they move away, I will
probably miss them a lot. But I
can stay in contact with them
online. We will also probably
both make some new friends.

When they move away, I will
miss them, but they probably

won't miss me. I bet that we will
stop being friends and I'll feel

lonely forever.

I am feeling sad because I know
my friend is moving, worried
that we won't keep in touch. I
also feel kind of excited and
kind of nervous that I might

make new friends.

I don't want to think about how
I'm feeling in this situation.
Thinking about how I feel

makes it seem too
overwhelming. I would rather

bottle everything up.

I am feeling sad about this, so I
should talk to my friend about
that. I'm worried that we will

drift apart, so I can also talk to
my friend about how we can

stay in touch after they move.

I am so anxious that my friend
will drift apart from me. I can't
deal with that. I'm going tell
them we shouldn't be friends

anymore. I think it will be better
to stop being friends now, so
that it doesn't hurt as much if

we drift apart.
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Situation

Unhealthy

Healthy

Unhealthy

Try out this activity with a situtaion from your real life!

Healthy

Healthy Unhealthy
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Think about the ways that you normally react to stressful situations to
answer the following questions

How do I usually respond cognitively? Do I tend to assume 
the worst or am I optimistic?

Do I acknowledge my emotions or bottle them up? Do I have trouble
getting stuck on a feeling or do I process feelings and move on?

What do I do when I feel a strong emotion? Are my behaviors kind to
myself and the people around me or are they harmful?

Parts of Mental Health



What is my biggest strength when I'm dealing with mental health?

What is one thing I need to work on with my mental health?

What is one goal that I have for strengthening my mental health?

Think about the ways that you normally react to stressful situations to
answer the following questions

Parts of Mental Health



Knowing how to ask for help is

sometimes the hardest part. Here are

some phrases to try when reach out...

"I’m feeling anxious.
I’m not sure what to
ask for, but I don’t
want to be alone
right now. Can we

hang out?"

Reaching out to prevent
substance abuse

When you feel
anxious, but aren't

sure why:

When you feel stuck
or out of options:

"I’m struggling and
what I’ve been trying
isn’t working. Can we
meet up tonight and

come up with a better
plan?"

When you don't want
to talk about it:

"I’m in a bad place
but I’m not ready to
talk about it. Can

you help me distract
myself?"



Reaching out to prevent
substance abuse

Now you try!

When you don't think
you are coping in the

right way:

When you can't seem
to find a solution on

your own:

When you need to feel
connected, but don't
know how to express

that need:If you are
willing to help
a friend, odds
are they would
help you too.
Don't forget
that.

Set a date and time when
reaching out. Knowing that

you are going to get help at a
specific time will help ease

stress almost instantly.

Asking someone to help
you cope in a non self-

destructive way can save
you from falling for

quick fix solutions like
drugs and alcohol  

Problem solving while trying to handle
emotions can be hard. Asking a friend
for advice can help you find a solution

and ease stress at the same time.  



It is important for us to know what to do when we are struggling with
mental health. One thing that we can do is make a plan ahead of time so

that we are prepared when we are struggling.
 

Our plan will look different based on the level of distress we are feeling.
Below is a sample mental health plan.

This is a plan for when I am:
 

How might I feel when I am in this situation?
 

How safe am I in this situation?
 

What resources or coping skills will I use in this situation?

This is a plan for when I am:
 

How might I feel when I am in this situation?
 

How safe am I in this situation?
 

What resources or coping skills will I use in this situation?

My Mental Health Plan

Having a bad day at school and feeling down.

A little bit frustrated or sad, depending on why I am having a bad day.

I am safe in this situation but I could use some support.

Venting to my friends can help me feel better, watching my favorite show can help
me take my mind off whatever happened that upset me. I can also do art to

calm down if I am still feeling upset or talk to my mom.

Feeling extremely depressed

Hopeless, really depressed, like I might want to harm myself

I am not safe in that state of mind, I will need help from an adult or mental health professional 

I need to talk to an adult in this situation. I should call my mom first and tell her what is happening. 
Her number is in my phone. If I can't reach her, I should call the Trevor hotline. I should also tell 

my mom that we need to set an appointment with my therapist as soon as possible.



This is a plan for when I am:
 

How might I feel when I am in this situation?
 

How safe am I in this situation?
 

What resources or coping skills will I use in this situation?

This is a plan for when I am:
 

How might I feel when I am in this situation?
 

How safe am I in this situation?
 

What resources or coping skills will I use in this situation?

My Mental Health Plan
This is a plan for when I am:

 
How might I feel when I am in this situation?

 
How safe am I in this situation?

 
What resources or coping skills will I use in this situation?


